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Planet comes from greek word

This article needs additional citations to verify. Help improve this article by adding quotes to reliable sources. Material which is not pulled out may be challenged and disposed of. Find sources: Ancient Greek Astronomy – news · newspapers · books · Scholar · JSTOR (October 2011) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Antikythera engine
was an analog computer from 150 to 100 BC. n.e.c., which was designed to calculate the positions of astronomical objects. Greek astronomy is astronomy written in Greek in classical antiquity. Greek astronomy is said to include ancient Greek, Hellenistic, Greek-Roman and late antiquity. Geographically, it is not limited to Greece or ethnic Greeks, as the
Greek language has become the language of scholarship throughout the Hellenistic world after the Alexander converts. This phase of Greek astronomy is also known as hellenistic astronomy, while before the hellenistic phase it is known as classical Greek astronomy. During the Hellenistic and Roman periods, many Greek, not Greek astronomers who
worked in the Greek tradition, studied at musaeum and the Alexandria library in Ptolemy Egypt. The development of astronomy by Greek and especially hellenistic astronomers is considered a major stage in the history of astronomy. Greek astronomy is characterized by the fact that it searches for a geometric model for celestial phenomena. [1] Most of the
names of the stars, Planets, i the zeal of the northern hemisphere su inherited from the terminology of Greek astronomy,[2] which, in fact, transliterated from empirical knowledge in Babylonian astronomy, characterized by its theoretical model formulation of the meaning of algebraic and Numeric relationships, this is less measured from Egyptian astronomy.
Later, the scientific work of astronomers and mathematicians of the Arbo-Moslem Empire, various backgrounds and religions (such as Syrian Christians[quote is required]), to translate, comment and then correct Ptolemy's Almagest, influenced in its turn indian and Western European astronomy. Archaic Greek astronomy of both Hesiod and Homer were
directly and deeply influenced by the mythical Phoenicia and Mesopotamia, The Thanks Phoenical Sailors and literate Babylonians and Arameians, who were for the weather orientalization, from the 750s to the 630th bc. n. e. i.e. i.e. lefkandi u Grčiju, for a maritime trade, but for life and work; The Babylonians and Arameians came from the Levant and
Northern Syria, where the Assyrian army had been in power for the last six Assyrian kings, from 745 BC to 100,000. N. No. Hesiod theogony and kosmogonia are the Greek version of two Phoenician myths. Homer's odyssey inspired Epope from Gilgami. See for references the work of M.L. West et W. Burkret. In this respect, it is reasonable to suggest that,
notwithstanding what Homer and Hesiod have hinted at in their small contributions from the knowledge they gained from oriental people who were rubbing shoulders in Lefkandi, the center of Greek culture at the time. References to stars and constellations that can be identified appear in the writings of Homer and Hesied, the most powerful examples of
Greek literature. Homer has several astronomical phenomena, including solar eclipses, in Europe's oldest texts, the Iiliadi and the Odyssey. In the Iiliada and the Odyssey, Homer refers to the following celestial objects: the boötes zvjezdaje flock Hyades zvjedje Orion star flock Plejades Sirius, Dog Star behest of Ursa Major Anaximander We really do not
have material evidence of ma ma ma some greek philosophers said i effective odu 600 pr. n.e. 300 bc Nevertheless, speculation continues that Anaximander (c. 610 BC is okokoljen fiery ring, that Philolaus (circa 480 BC – c. 405.e.) Pythagoic description of cosmos with stars, planets, Sun, Moon, Earth and Antihon - ten tela unaokolo – in the fire of an
invisible central fire. It is therefore pure presumption that the Greeks of the 6th and 5th centuries bc. n. No. A more detailed description of cosmos, stars, the Sun, the moon and the Earth can be found in Orphism, which dates back to the late 5th century BC. N. No. Within the text of orf's poems, we can find remarkable information, such as that the Earth is
round, has an isp and moves around it in one day, has three climate zones and that the Sun magnetizes stars and planets. [3] Planets in early Greek astronomy The name planet is derived from the Greek term πλανητη (planētēs), meaning twiath, as ancient astronomers observed how certain lights moved across the sky in relation to other stars. With a bare
eye, we can observe five extraterrestrial planets: Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn, greek names are Hermes, Aphrodite, Ares, Zee and Cronus. Sometimes the lamps, the Sun and the Moon, are added to the list of bare-eye planets to make a total of seven. As planets disappear from time to time as they approach the Sun, careful attention is needed
to identify all five. Venus observations are not easy. The early Greeks thought that venus's evening and morning performances represented two different objects, called Hesperus (evening star), when he appeared in the western evening sky and Phosphorus (bringer of light) when he appeared in the eastern morning sky. Over time, they found that both
objects were identical to the planets. Pitagoras has been credited for this erute. Eudox astronomy In classical Greece, astronomy was a branch of mathematics; astronomers wanted to create geometric models that could mimic the appearance of celestial movements. This tradition began with Pythagorians between four mathematical arts (including
arithmetic, geometry and music). The study of the number, which comprised four art, was later called Quadrivium. Although he was not a creative mathematician, Plato (427–347 BC) incorporated quadrivius as the basis for philosophical education in the Republic. He encouraged the junior mathematician Eudoxus of Cnidus (c. 410 BC 347 BC) to develop a
system of Greek astronomy. According to contemporary science historian David Lindberg: In our work we find (1) a shift from stalactict to planetary worry, (2) the design of a geometric model, a two-way model for depicting stellaric and planetary phenomena, and (3) the establishment of criteria governing theories designed to account for planetary
observations. [4] The two-spherical model is a geocentric model that divides the universe into two regions, spherical Earth, central and non-reckless (sublunary sphere) and a spherical celestial sphere centered on Earth, which can contain multiple rotating spheres from the ether. Renaissance woodwork, which exemplifies a two-way model. The main
platoons of the book on cosmology are Timaeus and the Republic. In them, he described a two-spherical model and said it was eight rounds or circles that carry seven planets and fixed stars. According to the Myth of the Er in the Republic is a universe of spindle urgency, attended by the Sirens and rotated by the three daughters of the goddess Nusra,
known collectively as Moirai or Destiny. According to a story reported by Simplicij of Cylicius (6th century), Plato posed a question for the Greek mathematics of his day: With the assumption of which uniform and regular proposals can be taken into account the apparent movements of planets? (cited in Lloyd 1970, p. 84). Plato suggested that the seemingly
chaotic wandering of planets could be explained by a combination of unified circular movements that were centered on spherical Earth, apparently with a new idea in the 4th century. Eudox rose to the challenge by assigning each planet a set of concentric spheres. By tilting the axes of the spheres and giving each one a different period of revolution, he
managed to bring the celestial performances closer. Thus, he was the first to attempt a mathematical description of the planet's movements. The general idea of the content of On Speeds, his book on planets, can be felt from Aristotle Metaphysics XII, 8, and the commentary of Simplicius on De caelo, another work by Aristotle. Since all his own works are
lost, our knowledge of Eudoxus is derived from secondary sources. Aratus's poem on astronomy is based on Theotry of Eudox, and possibly theodosia from Bitini's sfaeric. They point to his work in spherical astronomy and planetary movements. Callippus, Greek astronomer 4. Aristotle described both systems, but insisted on adding no use of spheres
between each set of spheres in order to cancel the movement of the set. Aristotle was concerned about the physical nature of the system; Without relentless movement, we would be transferred to the inner planets. The hellenistic astronomy Planetary models and observational astronomy The Eudoxan system had several critical flaws. One was his inability to
accurately predict suggestions. Callippus may have been trying to correct this error. A related problem is the inability of his designs to explain why planets seem to be changing speed. The third mistake is its inability to explain the changes in the brightness of planets, as seen from Earth. Because the spheres are concentric, the planets will always stay at the
same distance from Earth. This problem was highlighted in antica by the Autolycus of Pitana (c. 310 BC). Apollonium of Perga (262 BC– c. 190 BC) responded by introducing two new mechanisms that allowed the planet to distinguish its distance and speed: eccentric defection and defection and epicicycle. Too much is the circle that carries the planet around
the Earth. (The word deferent comes from the Greek fero φρω wear and Latin ferro, ferre, meaning wear.) The eccentric deferent is slightly distant from Earth. In a deferent and epicholic model, deferent carries a small circle, an epiciter that carries the planet. The deferent-in-epicycle model can mimic the eccentric model as shown in Apollonio's lap. It may
also explain the retrograde that occurs when planets appear to briefly turn their movement through the zodiac. Modern historians of astronomy have found that Eudoxus models could only have a near-prom for some planets, not others. In the 2nd century BC, the first of the 100th century, the united N. No. hipparh, aware of the extraordinary precision with
which Babylonian astronomers could predict planetary movements, insisted that Greek astronomers achieve similar levels of precision. Somehow he had access to Babylonian observations or predictions, and used them to create better geometric models. For the Sun, he used a simple eccentric model based on equinoc observation, which explained both the
changes in the sun's speed and the differences in the lengths of seasons. He used a deferenten and epicicl model for the moon. He was unable to create precise models for the remaining planets, but he also criticised other Greek astronomers for creating inaccurate models. Hipparchus has also put together a catalogue of stars. According to Plini Sr., he
noticed a new (new star). In order for later generations to know whether other stars had arrived, disappeared, moved or changed to brightness, he recorded the position and brightness of the stars. Ptolemy mentioned the catalogue in connection with Hipparchus' discovery of precession. (The precesion of the equinocment is the slow movement of the place of
the equinocment through the zodiac caused by the movement of the Earth Hipparchus thought it was due to the movement of the fixed-star sphere. Heliocentrism and cosmetic scale Aristarchus calculations from the 3rd century Earth and Moon, from the Greek copies of the 10th century. His astronomical ideas, however, were not well received, and only a
few brief references to them are preserved. We know the name of one Aristarchus follower: Seleucus of Seleucia. Aristarchus also wrote a book about the sizes and distances of the sun and moon, which is his only work that survived. In this work, he calculated the size of the Sun and moon, as well as their distance from Earth in earth's radius. Soon after,
Eratosthenes calculated the size of the Earth and provided a value for the Earth radius that could be added to Aristarchus's calculations. Hipparchus wrote another book about the size and distances of the sun and moon that didn't survive. Both Aristarchus and Hipparchus drastically underestimated the distance of the Sun from Earth. Astronomy in the Greco-
Roman and Late-Period Hipparchus is considered to be one of the most important Greek astronomers, as it has entered the concept of precise prediction in astronomy. He was also the last innovative astronomer before Claudius Ptolemy, a mathematician who worked in Alexandria in Roman Egypt in the 2nd century. Ptolemy's works in astronomy and
astrology include Almagest, Planetary Hypothesis and Tetrabiblos, as well as Handy Tables, Canooe inscription and other minor works. Ptolemy astronomy Almagest is one of the most influential books in the history of Western astronomy. In this book, Ptolemy explained how to predict the behavior of planets, because Hipparchus could not, by introducing a
new mathematical tool, an equation. Almagest gave a comprehensive reading of astronomy, which includes exceptions, models and observations of many previous mathematicians. This fact may explain his survival, as opposed to more specialised works that have been neglected and lost. Ptolemy has put the planets in order, which will remain standard until
it is dissected by the heliocentric system and the silent system: The Moon Mercury Venus Sun Mars Jupiter Saturn Fixed stars The extent of Ptolemy's reliance on the work of other mathematicians, Especially on the use of the Hipparchusovog star catalogue, has been debated since the 19th century. The controversial claim was made by Robert R. Newton in
the 1970s in the crime of Claudius Ptolemy, who claimed that Ptolemy had forged his observations and falsely requested the Hipparchus catalogue as his work. Newton's theories were not accepted by most historians. Ptolemy Alexandria has undergone a profound examination of the shape and movement of the Earth and celestial bodies. He worked at a
museum, or a school, and a library of manuscripts in Alexandria. Ptolemy is responsible for many concepts, but one of his most famous works summarising these concepts is Almagest, a series of 13 books where he presented his astronomical theories. Ptolemy discussed the idea of epicikli and the center of the world. The center for the epiciter is moving at a
constant counterclockwise speed. When other celestial bodies, such as planets, were introduced into this system, it became more complex. Models for Jupiter, Saturn and Mars included the center of the circle, the point of the equation, the epiciter and the earth's observer, which gave perspective. The discovery of this model was that the center of mercury
and venus cycles must always be co-orted by the Sun. This ensures borderline destruction. (Bowler, 2010, 48) The limited distance is the ant distance of celestial bodies from the center of the universe. The Ptolemy cosmos model and his studies gave him an important place in history in the development of modern science. The universe was a concept that
Ptolemy further developed, which included the equations of circles, but copernicus's model of the universe was simpler. In ptolemy systems, Earth was at the center of the universe with the Moon, the Sun and five planets orbiting it. The circle of fixed stars marked the outerm most distant realm of the universe, and beyond that it would be a philosophical
ethereal field. Earth was at the exact center of the universe, most likely because humans at that time believed that Earth must be at the center of the universe because of the haircuts made by observers in the system. The sphere that wears the Moon is described as the boundary between a corrupt and changing sublunar world and the irreversible and
unchanging heaven above it (Bowler, 2010, 26). On the basis of the mythology and mythology of the past, heaven was defined as irreparable and unchanged. Almagest presented the idea of the spherical ness of heaven. The assumption is that the size and distances of the stars must be different, but we assume that the earth is izing, but no such change has
occurred (Bowler, 2010, 55), the Ether is an area that describes the universe above the Earth's realm. This component of the atmosphere is unknown and named by philosophers, although many do not know what is beyond the realm of what human beings have seen. The ether is used to confirm the spherical ness of heaven and this confirms the belief that
different shapes have the same boundary and those with larger angles larger, the circle is larger than any other surface, and the sphere is larger than any other solid. Therefore, with physical considerations and heavenly philosophies, there is an assumption that heaven must be spherical. Almagest also that the earth was spherical because of a similar
philosophy. The differences in hours around the world are proportional to the distances between the spaces in which they are observed. It can therefore be infers that the Earth is spherical due to a uniformly curved surface and differences over time that were constant and proportional. In other words, the Earth must be spherey because it changes in time
zones around the world that appear evenly, as in the rotation of the sphere. Eclipse observation further confirmed these findings because everyone on Earth could see, for example, a lunar eclipse, but it would be at different times. Almagest also suggests that Earth is at the center of the universe. The basis on which this is found is in the fact that six zodiac
signs can be seen above the Earth, while other signs are not visible (Bowler, 2010, 57). The way we observe the increase and decline of the annual light would be different if Earth were not at the center of the universe. Although this view was later proved invalid, it was good evidence to discuss the creation of the universe. Ideas about the universe were later
developed and advanced through the works of other philosophers, such as Copernicus, who built on ideas with the knowledge of the world and God. Some mathematicians of Late Antiquity have written comments about Almagest, including Pappus of Alexandria, as well as Theon of Alexandria and his daughter Hypatia. Ptolemy astronomy became standard
in medieval Western European and Islamic astronomy until maragan, heliocentric and pacific systems were dissolved by the 16th century. However, recently discovered manuscripts reveal that Greek antiquities astrologers continued to use pre-ptolema methods for their calculations (Aaboe, 2001). Impact on Indian Astronomy Additional information: Indian
astronomy Greek equatorial solar call, Ai-Khanoum, Afghanistan 3-2nd bc. N. No. Hellenistic astronomy is known to have been practiced near India in the Greek-Bactertic town of Ai-Khanoum from 3rd century BC. Various solar calls were found in archaeological excavations, including an equatorial sundum adapted to the width of Ujjain. [5] Numerous
interactions with the Maurious Empire and the subsequent spread of the Indo-Greeks into India suggest that some transfer may have taken place during this period. It is well known that in the first few centuries of our time, several Greek-Roman astrological treaties were also imported into India. Yavanajataka (TheOrece of the Greeks) translateed
Yavanesvara from Greek to Sanskrt in the 2nd century, under the auspices of The Western Saaka of King Rudradaman I Rudradaman in Ujjain, becoming the Greenwich of Indian astronomers and Arin of Arab and Latin astronomical agreements; because he and his successors, who encouraged the introduction of Greek horoscope and astronomy in Later in
the 6th century, Romaka Siddhanta (Doctrine of the Roman), i Paulisa Siddhanta (a ponegde attributed to Paul's doctrine or general doctrine of Paulisa muni) is considered to be two of the five main astrological agreements that Varahamihira has married in her Pañca-siddhākāu (Five Treaties). [8] Varahamihira wrote in Brihat-Samhita: Because, the Greeks
are foreigners. This science is well established among them. Although they are worshipped as a mudrace, how much more is a twice-born person who knows astral science. [9] Sources for Greek astronomy Many Greek astronomical texts are known only by name, or perhaps by description or quotes. Some of the basic work survived because they were
largely non-math and suitable for use in schools. Among the books in this class are euclid phenomenon and two works by Apple's Autolikus. Three important textbooks written shortly before Ptolemy's time were written by Cleomedes, Geminus and Theon of Smyrne. Books by Roman authors such as Pliny the Elder and Vitruvius contain some information
about Greek astronomy. The most important primary source is Almagest, as Ptolemy refers to the work of many of his predecessors (Evans 1998, p. 24). Known astronomers of antiquity In addition to the authors named in the article, the following list of people who have worked on mathematical astronomy or cosmology may be interesting. Aglaonice
Anaxagoras Archimedes Archytas Aristaeus Aristarchus Aristyllus Conon from Samos Democritus Empedocles Hephaestio Heraclides Ponticus Hicetas Hippocrates from Chios Macrobius Martianus Capella Mene Alexandria (Menelaus theorem) Meton from Athens Parmenides Porphyry Posidonius Proclus Thales Teodosius from Bithynia Vidi i Antikiter
mechanism Greek mathematics History of astronomy Babylonian influence on Greek astronomy Note ^ Krafft, Fritz (2009). Astronomy. In Cancik, Hubert; Schneider, Helmuth (eds.). Brill's New Pauly. ^ Thurston, H., Early Astronomy. Springer, 1994. p.2 ^ I. Passas, K. Hasapis, Ορφικκκ. Encyclopedia Helios, 1984 ^ David C. Lindberg (2010). The beginnings
of Western science: European scientific tradition in a philosophical, religious and institutional context, pre-existing to A.D. 1450 (Chapter 2). Chicago Press University. P. 86. ISBN 978-0-226-48204-0. ↑ Afghanistan, les trésors retrouvés, p269 ^ Les influences de l'astronomie grecques sur l'astronomie indienne auraient pu commencer de se manifester plus
tot qu'on ne le pensait, des l'epoque Hellenistique en fait, par l'intermediaire des colonies grecques des Greco-Bactriens et Indo-Grecs (french) Afghanistan, les trésors retrouvés, p269. Translation: The influence of Greek astronomy on Indian astronomy may have happened earlier than thought, as soon as the Hellenistic period, through the agency of the
Greek colonies of the Greek and Indo-Greeks. ^ Pingree, David (1963). Astronomy and astrology in India and Iran. Isis. (2): 229-246. doi:10.1086/349703. JSTOR 228540. ↑ Pañca-siddhāntikā (Five Treaties), compendium of Greek, Egyptian, Roman and Indian astronomy. Varāhamiria's knowledge of Western astronomy was thorough. In 5 sections, his
monumental work progresses through indigenous Indian astronomy and culminates in 2 contracts on Western astronomy, showing calculations based on Greek and Alexandrian computational calculations and even giving complete Ptolemy mathematical charts and tables. Encyclopædia Britannica Source ^ :Mleccha hi yavanah tesu samyak shastram idam
sthitam Rsivat te api pujyante kim punar daivavid dvijah -(Brhatsamhita 2.15) e Reference Aaboe, Asger H. (2001). Episodes from the early history of astronomy. New York: Springer. ISBN 978-0-387-95136-2. Dreyer, John L. E. (1953). A History of Astronomy from Thales to Kepler (2nd ed.). New York: Dover Publications. ISBN 978-0-486-60079-6. Evans,
James (1998). The history and practice of ancient astronomy. New York: Oxford University Press. ISBN 978-0-19-509539-5. Heath, Thomas L. (1913). Aristarchus of Samos. Oxford: Clarendon Press. Lindberg, David C. (2010). Beginnings of Western science: European scientific tradition in a philosophical, religious and institutional context, 600 B.C. to A.D.
1450 (2 ed.). Chicago: University of Chicago Press. ISBN 978-0-226-48204-0. Lloyd, Geoffrey E. R. (1970). Early Greek science: Thales Aristotelu. New York: W. W. Norton & Co. Neugebauer, Otto E. (1975). The history of ancient mathematical astronomy. Berlin: Springer. ISBN 978-0-387-06995-1. Newton, Robert R. (1977). The crime of Claudius Ptolemy.
Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press. ISBN 978-0-8018-1990-2. Pedersen, Olaf (1993). Early Physics and Astronomy: Historical Introduction (2nd ed.). Cambridge: Cambridge University Press. ISBN 978-0-521-40340-5. Revello, Manuela (2013). Sole, moon ed eclissi and Omero, in TECHNAI 4. Pisa-Roma: Editor Fabrizio Serra. Pp. 13–32. Toomer,
Gerald J. (1998). Ptolemy's Almagest. Princeton: Princeton University Press. ISBN 978-0-691-00260-6. Bowler, Peter J., and Iwan Rhys Morus. Making modern science: historical research. Chicago, IL: Univ. from The Chicago Press, 2010. External Links Almagest Planetary Model Animations MacTutor History of Mathematics Archive Greek Astronomy and
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